
ELECTRICAL LINEMAN

A lineworker is a tradesman who constructs and maintains electric power transmission, telecommunications lines (cable,
internet and phone) and distribution.

While you likely have multiple people working with you, that does not mean you are working as a team. Some
community colleges offer a one-year certification program. Safety procedures are of the utmost importance.
However, working on weekends or putting in long hours after a storm or emergency may be necessary. To do
the job, a lineman must climb poles, string lines and observe strict safety regulations. Those who work with
power transmission lines install and maintain the lines and equipment. Line installers do a lot more than fix
downed power lines. References 7. Two-year programs provide more advanced training in electronics,
electrical transmission, microwave transmission and fiber optics. Being focused on their careers is vital. How
to Become a Lineman Becoming a lineman does not require a college degree, but employers look for
knowledge of electrical systems or electronics. Mentally and physically stout With so much at stake, both for
themselves and the people who rely on the electricity their labor provides, electrical power line workers have a
lot to learn. Always work in teams. Linemen are in very high demand during these times. Work on outdoor
tower construction or wire installation is not performed exclusively by linemen. When working with energized
power lines, linemen must use protection to eliminate any contact with the energized line. Due to working
with electricity, this career has many dangers that require taking precautions to avoid electric shock and burns
when handling equipment and to avoid falling when working with the lift. Utility company managers might
consider holding trainings to keep workers up to date on these safety best practices. The buckets linemen
sometimes work from are also insulated with fiberglass. Such work is often done by helicopter by specially
trained linemen. They are skilled technicians who construct and maintain the complex networks that bring
electricity to homes and buildings. They also inspect existing lines and components and repair or replace those
that are damaged or defective. Between the heights and the strength of the electrical currents, electrical
linemen put their lives on the line each day they go to work. Most work regular business hours. Inspecting
power lines for problems is also part and parcel of the job of electrical linemen. The requirements for PPEs
and associated permissible voltage depends on applicable regulations in jurisdiction as well as company
policy. This led to an increase in the number of linemen needed to maintain power distribution circuits and
provide emergency repairs. The lineman must be isolated from the ground.


